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Abstract— This article presents a smart card plat-

form to evaluate tamper resistance of cryptographic

circuits. Tamper resistance means difficulty of re-

vealing sensitive information like cryptographic keys

of a cryptographic device tampered with in order to

make the device behave abnormally. Users of this

platform can manipulate their own cryptographic cir-

cuits which are connected to a co-processor bus cir-

cuit and attempt to extract the key inside the circuit

in non-invasive way called side-channel attacks. An

RSA encryption/decryption Circuit, an AES encryp-

tion/decryption circuit and a random number genera-

tion circuit are designed as a reference and integrated

with the platform. The platform with these circuits is

implemented using Xilinx FPGA.

I. Introduction

Smart cards are widely used as cryptographic devices
which provide authentication of users or store personal in-
formation. Symmetric encryption algorithm like the Data
Encryption Standard (DES) or the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) [1] is used to keep a secret of commu-
nication between a smart card and a card reader device.
Asymmetric cryptography provides a mutual authentica-
tion between a smart card and a card reader or exchanges
a common secret key safely. The most popular asymmet-
ric one is the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) algorithm
[2]. Cryptographic circuits that implements the crypto-
graphic algorithm and that store cryptographic keys are
included in smart cards. If these cryptographic keys are
extracted in an unauthorized way by an attacker, he/she
can pretend to be someone else and get sensitive personal
information.

Widely used cryptographic algorithms are verified by
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experts and considered to be secure in practice. If the
number of bits of a secret key is long enough, it it almost
impossible to find the secret key from pairs of plain texts
and cipher texts within a reasonable amount of time and
with a reasonable amount of computing power.
Execution time of encryption/decryption, power con-

sumption or electromagnetic field of cryptographic devices
are called as side-channel information [3]. Side-channel in-
formation can be gathered with a digital oscilloscope or
a Personal Computer (PC). Side-channel attack is based
on these information to break security of cryptographic
devices and does not require expensive equipment. The
secret key can be revealed by observing physical proper-
ties of the device.
Simple Power Analysis (SPA) and Differential Power

Analysis (DPA) [4] were introduced by Kocher et al. in
1990s and are powerful side-channel attack methods. The
basic idea of these attacks is to reveal the key of a crypto-
graphic device by analyzing its power consumption. Side-
channel attacks receives a large amount of attention be-
cause they are very powerful and they can be conducted
easily. At Conference on Cryptographic Device and Em-
bedded System (CHES), almost half of the presentations
deals with side-channel attacks.
While methods of side-channel attacks have been devel-

oped, research of countermeasures has been in progress.
Smart card platform for estimating efficiency of counter-
measures for side-channel attacks evolved in future be-
comes more important.
SASEBO-W is a smart card reader board for testing

and evaluating tamper resistance of smart cards [5]. MiM-
ICC Card is a smart card board with an FPGA for proto-
typing smart card hardware [6]. Combination of these two
boards works as a environment for side-channel attacks
to cryptographic circuits. Still smart card hardware and
software for controlling cryptographic circuits is needed
for the evaluation.
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The authors have developed a smart card platform to
evaluate tamper resistance of cryptographic circuits. This
platform consists of an embedded CPU, a memory, a
UART interface(IF) circuit, and a co-processor bus for
controlling user designed cryptographic circuits. With
this platform, user manipulates their cryptographic cir-
cuits and attempts to tamper with them. An RSA encryp-
tion/decryption Circuit, an AES encryption/decryption
circuit, and a random number generation circuit are im-
plemented and connected to the co-processor bus. The
platform is written in Verilog-HDL and synthesized for
mapping to Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA device. Middleware
based on ISO/IEC-7816 standard is developed for commu-
nicating with PC and manipulating the reference circuits.

II. Smart Card Platform for Evaluating

Tamper Resistance

Users of the smart card platform attempt to attack to
cryptographic circuits and exploit a secret key in a non-
invasive way. Countermeasures against assumable side-
channel attacks can be evaluated through experimental
attack. Fig.1 shows block diagram of the platform. The
smart card platform provides functions as follows.

• A user read or write contents of a memory via
RS232C serial communication.

• An Embedded CPU executes a program in the mem-
ory.

• The CPU puts input data and receive output result
calculated by user designed cryptographic circuits at-
tached to a Co-processor Bus.

A. Embedded CPU

An Embedded CPU is a RISC processor with 5-stage
pipeline [7]. C program for this CPU can be compiled with
GNU C Compiler (GCC). The CPU interprets commands
following ISO/IEC 7816 and transfer input data (ex. a
secret key and a plain text) and output result (ex. a
cipher text) to user cryptographic circuits connected to a
Co-processor Bus circuit. Memory map is shown in Fig.
2. When CPU is turned on, value of a Program Counter of
the CPU becomes 0x0028 0000 asynchronously. When an
interrupt request is accepted or an exception is occurred
in the CPU, the program counter jumps to an interrupt
handler address : 0x0028 0080.

B. Co-processor Bus Circuit

User designed circuits for cryptographic or random
number generation (RNG) can be attached to a Co-
processor Bus Circuit in Fig.1. If a user tries to tamper a
true random number generator or a physically unclonable
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the platform

function (PUF) circuit, ASIC implementation of this plat-
form and these circuits will be used. Data input/output
and execution of encryption/decryption of the attached
circuits can be controlled via the Co-processor Bus Con-
trol Registers in Fig.2. User of the platform should add
the Co-processor Bus interface functions to their own cir-
cuits. At most 7 circuits can be connected to the Bus.

C. UART IF

A UART IF circuit interprets original commands deliv-
ered from a PC with RS232C interface and reads/writes
the memory and controls program execution by the CPU.
Communication complying with ISO/IEC 7816 standard
between the CPU and a PC is also carried out via the
UART IF(RS232C).

D. WishBone Bus IF

The embedded CPU is connected with a WishBone Bus
IF circuit to the memory. The Co-processor Bus IF circuit
has a master interface of the WishBone Bus specification.
Other memory module circuit with a slave interface of the
WishBone Bus can be attached. The WishBone Bus IF
circuit reads a memory following ”Classic standard SIN-
GLE READ Cycle” and writes a memory following ”Clas-
sic standard SINGLE WRITE Cycle”.
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Fig. 2. Memory map

III. ISO/IEC 7816 Middleware

Communication middleware complying with ISO/IEC
7816 standard is developed for the platform to commu-
nicate with other device. This middleware can be com-
piled with GNU C Compiler. Compiled binary program
is written to the memory of the platform through the
UART IF circuit and executed by the CPU. The UART
IF supports RS232C serial communication standard and
its electrical interface does not meet ISO/IEC 7816-3 be-
cause the FPGA implementation of the platform commu-
nicates with a PC.

Application Protocol Data Unit (APDU) is transmitted
by Transportation Data Protocol Unit (TPDU) defined in
T=0 transmission protocol of ISO/IEC 7816-3. The T=0
protocol is a character-based transmission protocol and
defined as a sequence of messages exchanged between a
smart card and a card reader, as follows.

• A PC substituting a card reader sends a command
to the smart card platform.

• The platform sends back a response message follow-
ing the T=0 protocol definition.

• The command is constituted of a command header
and a command data. The command header is com-
posed of 5 bytes characters, CLA, INS, P1, P2 and
P3. The CLA is a Class of Instruction byte and The
INS is an instruction byte. The P1, P2 and P3 are
parameter bytes.

• The response consists of response data and status
bytes. The status bytes are 2 characters called SW1
and SW2. Maximum length of the command data is
255 bytes and of the response data is 256.

Fig.3 is an example of an APDU command which con-
trols the random number generation circuit designed as a
reference and attached to the Co-processor bus.

# Set length of generated random number:0x0C(12)

L "8040" -l "00 00 0C 00"

# Set seed value : 0x000a 414a

L "8045" -l "4a 41 0a 00"

# Invoke random number generation

L "8042"

# Read out all generated random number

L "804401" -r 1024

Fig. 3. APDU commands sample for controling the RNG circuit

IV. Reference Circuits Designed for the

Platform

Cryptographic and a random number generation cir-
cuits for the co-processor bus are implemented for refer-
ence. Following is an outline of these circuits.

A. RSA Encryption/Decryption Circuit

An RSA encryption/decryption circuit for 2048 bit key
length is designed with binary-synthesis compiler called
ACAP [8]. The ACAP compiler synthesizes Verilog-HDL
of the circuit from the binary code compiled with GCC.
An RSA encryption/decryption program written in C is
linked with simplified GNU Multi-Precision Library [9].
This circuit receives a public key, a secret key and a plain
text and generates a cipher text.

B. AES Encryption/Decryption Circuit

An AES encryption/decryption circuit is designed man-
ually. An algorithm for AES encryption/decryption is de-
scribed in C and Verilog-HDL for the circuit is written by
hand referencing to the C program. The embedded CPU
of the platform generates a round key data from a com-
mon key and pushes the round key and a plain text to the
AES circuit and invoke encryption.

C. Random Number Generator (RNG) Circuit

A random number generator (RNG) circuit is synthe-
sized with the binary-synthesis compiler ACAP in the
same way as the above mentioned RSA circuit. Pseu-
dorandom numbers are generated from a random number
seed following Mersenne twister algorithm [10].

V. Environment for Evaluating Tamper

Resistance

Fig.4 shows an environment to evaluate tamper-
resistance of cryptographic circuits integrated to the plat-
form from side-channel attacks. User of the platform at-
taches their own cryptographic circuits to the co-processor
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Fig. 4. Experimental environment for side-channel attacks

bus and implements them with ASIC or FPGA. The at-
tached cryptographic circuit is controlled by the embed-
ded cpu executing the ISO/IEC 7816 middleware and in-
terpreting a command sent by the PC. Also a PC software
specialized for the DPA attacks is constructed. The soft-
ware provides functions as follows.

• Send a secret key and plain texts to the cryptographic
circuit of the platform

• Invoke encryption or decryption

• Control a digital oscilloscope and measure power con-
sumption variation of the platform

• Exploit a secret key automatically from the power
consumption data

VI. Design Result

The smart card platform integrated with the RSA
encryption/decryption, the AES encryption/decryption,
and the random number generation (RNG) circuit is syn-
thesized with Xilinx ISE 14.1 and mapped to a Xilinx
Spartan-6 LX150 device on SASEBO-W board in Fig.5.
TABLE I summarizes the synthesized result of the plat-
form with the RSA, the AES, and the RNG circuits.
The RSA, the AES, and the RNG circuits are tested us-
ing APDU commands sent from a PC and operate nor-
mally. If a user attempts to implement this platform to a
Spartan-6 LX45 device on MiMICC Card, only the AES
and RNG circuits should be included to the platform be-
cause of the limitation of maximum circuit scale to be
mapped.

VII. Conclusion

A smart card platform for evaluating tamper resistance
of cryptographic circuits is constructed. Users of the plat-
form integrated with their own cryptographic circuits at-
tempt to extract the key inside the circuits and evaluate

TABLE I
FPGA Mapping Result

Slices FFs LUTs Delay[ns]

Platform(with
RSA,AES and 11,614 11,927 31,510 21.9
RNG circuit)

countermeasures against side-channel attacks. The plat-
form including an RSA encryption/decryption circuit, an
AES encryption/decryption circuit and a random num-
ber generation circuit is implemented using Xilinx FPGA
and tested. In future, performing side-channel attacks
with this platform not only to the AES/RSA circuits for
reference But also to cryptographic circuits designed by
others is planned.
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